There has been considerable interest in random projections, an approximate algorithm for estimating distances between pairs of points in a high-dimensional vector space. Let A ∈ R n×D be our n points in D dimensions. The method multiplies A by a random matrix R ∈ R D×k , reducing the D dimensions down to just k for speeding up the computation. R typically consists of entries of standard normal N (0, 1). It is well known that random projections preserve pairwise distances (in the expectation). Achlioptas proposed sparse random projections by replacing the N (0, 1) entries in R with entries in {−1, 0, 1} with probabilities { }, achieving a threefold speedup in processing time.
INTRODUCTION
Random projections [1, 43] have been used in Machine Learning [2, 4, 5, 13, 14, 22] , VLSI layout [42] , analysis of Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) [35] , set intersections [7, 36] , finding motifs in bio-sequences [6, 27] , face recognition [16] , privacy preserving distributed data mining [31] , to name a few. The AMS sketching algorithm [3] is also one form of random projections.
We define a data matrix A of size n × D to be a collection of n data points {ui} n i=1 ∈ R D . All pairwise distances can Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. be computed as AA T , at the cost of time O(n 2 D), which is often prohibitive for large n and D, in modern data mining and information retrieval applications.
To speed up the computations, one can generate a random projection matrix R ∈ R D×k and multiply it with the original matrix A ∈ R n×D to obtain a projected data matrix
The (much smaller) matrix B preserves all pairwise distances of A in expectations, provided that R consists of i.i.d. entries with zero mean and constant variance. Thus, we can achieve a substantial cost reduction for computing AA T , from O(n 2 D) to O(nDk + n 2 k). In information retrieval, we often do not have to materialize AA T . Instead, databases and search engines are interested in storing the projected data B in main memory for efficiently responding to input queries. While the original data matrix A is often too large, the projected data matrix B can be small enough to reside in the main memory.
The entries of R (denoted by {rji}
) should be i.i.d. with zero mean. In fact, this is the only necessary condition for preserving pairwise distances [4] . However, different choices of rji can change the variances (average errors) and error tail bounds. It is often convenient to let rji follow a symmetric distribution about zero with unit variance. A "simple" distribution is the standard normal 1 , i.e., rji ∼ N (0, 1), E (rji) = 0, E`r 2 ji´= 1, E`r 4 ji´= 3.
It is "simple" in terms of theoretical analysis, but not in terms of random number generation. For example, a uniform distribution is easier to generate than normals, but the analysis is more difficult. In this paper, when R consists of normal entries, we call this special case as the conventional random projections, about which many theoretical results are known. See the monograph by Vempala [43] for further references.
We derive some theoretical results when R is not restricted to normals. In particular, our results lead to significant improvements over the so-called sparse random projections.
Sparse Random Projections
In his novel work, Achlioptas [1] proposed using the pro- 
where Achlioptas used s = 1 or s = 3. With s = 3, one can achieve a threefold speedup because only 1 3 of the data need to be processed (hence the name sparse random projections). Since the multiplications with √ s can be delayed, no floating point arithmetic is needed and all computation amounts to highly optimized database aggregation operations.
This method of sparse random projections has gained its popularity. It was first experimentally tested on image and text data by [5] in SIGKDD 2001. Later, many more publications also adopted this method, e.g., [14, 29, 38, 41] . To better understand sparse and very sparse random projections, we first give a summary of relevant results on conventional random projections, in the next section.
Very Sparse Random Projections

CONVENTIONAL RANDOM PROJECTIONS: R ∼ N (0, 1)
Conventional random projections multiply the original data matrix A ∈ R n×D with a random matrix R ∈ R D×k , consisting of i.i.d. N (0, 1) entries. Denote by {ui} n i=1 ∈ R D the rows in A and by {vi} n i=1 ∈ R k the rows of the projected data, i.e., vi = 1 √ k R T ui. We focus on the leading two rows:
u1, u2 and v1, v2. For convenience, we denote
Moments
It is easy to show that (e.g., Lemma 1.3 of [43] )
where the subscript "N " indicates that a "normal" projection matrix is used. From our later results in Lemma 3 (or [28, Lemma 1]) we can derive
Therefore, one can compute both pairwise 2-norm distances and inner products in k (instead of D) dimensions, achieving a huge cost reduction when k min(n, D).
Distributions
It is easy to show that (e.g. Lemma 1.3 of [43] ) If
log n, then with probability at least 1 − n −γ , for any two rows ui, uj , we have
Remark: (a) The JL lemma is conservative in many applications because it was derived based on Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons. (b) It is only for the l2 distance, while many applications care more about the inner product. As shown in (5), the variance of the inner product estimator, Var`v T 1 v2´N , is dominated by the margins (i.e., m1m2) even when the data are uncorrelated. This is probably the weakness of random projections.
Sign Random Projections
A popular variant of conventional random projections is to store only the signs of the projected data, from which one can estimate the vector cosine angles, θ = cos
, by the following result [7, 17] :
One can also estimate a by assuming that m1, m2 are known, from a = cos(θ) √ m1m2, at the cost of some bias. The advantage of sign random projections is the saving in storing the projected data because only one bit is needed for the sign. With sign random projections, we can compare vectors using hamming distances for which efficient algorithms are available [7, 20, 36] . See [28] for more comments on sign random projections.
OUR CONTRIBUTIONS
We propose very sparse random projections to speed up the (processing) computations by a factor of √ D or more.
• We derive exact variance formulas for v1 2 , v1−v2 2 , and v T 1 v2 as functions of s. 2 Under reasonable regularity conditions, they converge to the corresponding variances when rji ∼ N (0, 1) is used, as long as s = o(D) 2 [1] proved the upper bounds for the variances of v1 2 and v1 − v2 2 for s = 1 and s = 3.
, which is fast since D has to be large otherwise there would be no need of seeking approximate answers. This means we can achieve a √ D-fold speedup with little loss in accuracy.
• We show that v1,i, v1,i − v2,i and (v1,i, v2,i) converge to normals at the rate O
This allows us to apply, with a high level of accuracy, results of conventional random projections, e.g., the JLembedding theorem in (9) and the sign random projections in (10) . In particular, we suggest using a maximum likelihood estimator of the asymptotic (normal) distribution to estimate the inner product a = u T 1 u2, taking advantage of the marginal norms m1, m2.
• Our results essentially hold for any other distributions of rji. When rji is chosen to have negative kurtosis, we can achieve strictly smaller variances (errors) than conventional random projections.
MAIN RESULTS
Main results of our work are presented in this section with detailed proofs in Appendix A. For convenience, we always let
and assume all fourth moments are bounded, e.g., E(u
In fact, analyzing the rate of convergence of asymptotic normality only requires bounded third moments and an even much weaker assumption is needed for ensuring asymptotic normality. Later we will discuss the possibility of relaxing this assumption of bounded moments.
Moments
The first three lemmas concern the moments (means and variances) of v1, v1 − v2 and v T 1 v2, respectively. Lemma 1.
As D → ∞, (13) i.e., Var` v1
Note that m
cross-terms. When all dimensions of u1 are roughly equally important, the crossterms dominate. Since D is very large, the diagonal terms are negligible. However, if a few entries are extremely large compared to the majority of the entries, the cross-terms may be of the same order as the diagonal terms. Assuming bounded fourth moment prevents this from happening.
The next Lemma is strictly analogous to Lemma 1. We present them separately because Lemma 1 is more convenient to present and analyze, while Lemma 2 contains the results on the 2-norm distances, which we will use.
The third lemma concerns the inner product.
Therefore, very sparse random projections preserve pairwise distances in expectations with variances as functions of s. Compared with Var( v1 2 )N , Var( v1 − v2 2 )N , and (3), (4), and (5), respectively, the extra terms all involve (s−3) and are asymptotically negligible. The rate
, in terms of the standard er-
. When s < 3, "sparse" random projections can actually achieve slightly smaller variances.
Asymptotic Distributions
The asymptotic analysis provides a feasible method to study distributions of the projected data.
The task of analyzing the distributions is easy when a normal random matrix R is used. The analysis for other types of random projection distributions is much more difficult (in fact, intractable). To see this, each entry
Other than the case rji ∼ N (0, 1), analyzing v1,i and v1 exactly is basically impossible, although in some simple cases [1] we can study the bounds of the moments and moment generating functions.
Lemma 4 and Lemma 5 present the asymptotic distributions of v1 and v1 − v2, respectively. Again, Lemma 5 is strictly analogous to Lemma 4.
with the rate of convergence
where
is the empirical cumulative density function (CDF) of v1,i and Φ(y) is the standard normal N (0, 1) CDF.
The above two lemmas show that both v1,i and v1,i − v2,i are approximately normal, with the rate of convergence
The next lemma concerns the joint distribution of (v1,i, v2,i).
and
« .
The asymptotic normality shows that we can use other random projections matrix R to achieve asymptotically the same performance as conventional random projections, which are the easiest to analyze. Since the convergence rate is so fast, we can simply apply results on conventional random projections such as the JL lemma and sign random projections when a non-normal projection matrix is used. 
A Margin-free Estimator
Recall that, because E(v 
where the subscript "MF" indicates "Margin-free," i.e., an estimator of a without using margins. Var (âMF ) is the variance of v T 1 v2 in (19) . Ignoring the asymptotically negligible part involving s − 3 leads to Var (âMF ) ∞ .
We will compareâMF with an asymptotic maximum likelihood estimator based on the asymptotic normality.
An Asymptotic MLE Using Margins
The tractable asymptotic distributions of the projected data allow us to derive more accurate estimators using maximum likelihood.
In many situations, we can assume that the marginal
,j are known, 3 In the proof of the asymptotic normality, we used E(|rji| 3 ) and E(|rji| 2+δ ). They should be replaced by the corresponding moments when other projection distributions are used.
as m1 and m2 can often be easily either exactly calculated or accurately estimated. 4 The authors' very recent work [28] on conventional random projections shows that if we know the margins m1 and m2, we can estimate a = u T 1 u2 often more accurately using a maximum likelihood estimator (MLE).
The following lemma estimates a = u 
The asymptotic variance of this estimator, denoted byâMLE, is
The ratio
(1+cos 2 (θ)) 2 ranges from 0 to 1, indicating possibly substantial improvements. For example, when cos(θ) ≈ 1 (i.e., a 2 ≈ m1m2), the improvement will be huge. When cos(θ) ≈ 0 (i.e., a ≈ 0), we do not benefit fromâMLE. Note that some studies (e.g., duplicate detection) are mainly interested in data points that are quite similar (i.e., cos(θ) close to 1).
The Kurtosis of rji : (s − 3)
We have seen that the parameter s plays an important role in the performance of very sparse random projections. It is interesting that s − 3 is exactly the kurtosis of rji:
as rji has zero mean and unit variance. .
• A discrete uniform distribution symmetric about zero, with N points. Its kurtosis = − 6 5
, ranging between -2 (when N = 2) and − 6 5 (when N → ∞). The case with N = 2 is the same as (2) with s = 1.
• Discrete and continuous U-shaped distributions. 4 Computing all marginal norms of A costs O(nD), which is often negligible. As important summary statistics, the marginal norms may be already computed during various stage of processing, e.g., normalization and term weighting. 5 Note that the kurtosis can not be smaller than −2 because of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality: E 2 (r 
HEAVY-TAIL AND TERM WEIGHTING
The very sparse random projections are useful even for heavy-tailed data, mainly because of term weighting.
We have seen that bounded forth and third moments are needed for analyzing the convergence of moments (variance) and the convergence to normality, respectively. The proof of asymptotic normality in Appendix A suggests that we only need stronger than bounded second moments to ensure asymptotic normality. In heavy-tailed data, however, even the second moment may not exist.
Heavy-tailed data are ubiquitous in large-scale data mining applications (especially Internet data) [25, 34] . The pairwise distances computed from heavy-tailed data are usually dominated by "outliers," i.e., exceptionally large entries.
Pairwise , 30, 39, 45] , to weight the entries instead of using the original data.
It is well-known that choosing an appropriate term weighting method is vital. For example, as shown in [23, 26] , in text categorization using support vector machine (SVM), choosing an appropriate term weighting scheme is far more important than tuning kernel functions of SVM. See similar comments in [37] for the work on Naive Bayes text classifier.
We list two popular and simple weighting schemes. One variant of the logarithmic weighting keeps zero entries and replaces any non-zero count with 1+log(original count). Another scheme is the square root weighting. In the same spirit of the Box-Cox transformation [44, Chapter 6.8], these various weighting schemes significantly reduce the kurtosis (and skewness) of the data and make the data resemble normal.
Therefore, it is fair to say that assuming finite moments (third or fourth) is reasonable whenever the computed distances are meaningful.
However, there are also applications in which pairwise distances do not have to bear any clear meaning. For example, using random projections to estimate the joint sizes (set intersections). If we expect the original data are severely heavy-tailed and no term weighting will be applied, we recommend using s = O(1).
Finally, we shall point out that very sparse random projections can be fairly robust against heavy-tailed data when s = √ D. For example, instead of assuming finite fourth moments, as long as D
we can still achieve the convergence of variances if s = √ D, in Lemma 1. Similarly, analyzing the rate of converge to normality only requires that
). An even weaker condition is needed to only ensure asymptotic normality. We provide some additional analysis on heavy-tailed data in Appendix B.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Some experimental results are presented as a sanity check, using one pair of words, "THIS" and "HAVE," from two rows of a term-by-document matrix provided by MSN. D = 2 16 = 65536. That is, u1,j (u2,j) is the number of occurrences of word "THIS" (word "HAVE") in the jth document (Web page), j = 1 to D. Some summary statistics are listed in Table 1 .
The data are certainly heavy-tailed as the kurtoses for u1,j and u2,j are 195 and 215, respectively, far above zero. Therefore we do not expect that very sparse random projections with s = • Since cos(θ(u1, u2)) ≈ 0.7 ∼ 0.8 in this case, marginal information can improve the estimation accuracy quite substantially. The asymptotic variances ofâMLE match the empirical variances of the asymptotic MLE estimator quite well, even for s = √ D.
• After applying term weighting on the original data, sparse random projections are almost as accurate as conventional random projections, even for s ≈ D log D , as shown in Figure 2. 
CONCLUSION
We provide some new theoretical results on random projections, a randomized approximate algorithm widely used in machine learning and data mining. In particular, our theoretical results suggest that we can achieve a significant √ D-fold speedup in processing time with little loss in accuracy, where D is the original data dimension. When the data . 10 4 simulations are conducted for each k, ranging from 10 to 100. There are five curves in each panel. The two labeled as "MF" and "Theor." overlap. "MF" stands for the empirical variance of the "Margin-free" estimator aMF ; while "Theor. MF" for the theoretical variance ofâMF , i.e., (27) . The solid curve, labeled as "MLE," presents the empirical variance ofâMLE, the estimator using margins as formulated in Lemma 7. There are two curves both labeled as "Theor. ∞," for the asymptotic theoretical variances ofâMF (the higher curve, (28)) andâMLE (the lower curve, (30)).
are free of "outliers" (e.g., after careful term weighting), a cost reduction by a factor of D log D is also possible. Our proof of the asymptotic normality justifies the use of an asymptotic maximum likelihood estimator for improving the estimates when the marginal information is available.
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We denote the projected data vectors by vi =
For convenience, we denote
We will always assume
By the strong law of large numbers
A.1 Moments
The following expansions are useful for proving the next three lemmas.
Lemma 2.
Proof of Lemma 2. The proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 1.
Proof of Lemma 3.
A.2 Asymptotic Distributions
with the rate of convergence Write v1,i =
The best Berry-Esseen constant 0.7915 (≈ 0.8) is from [40] .
which immediately leads to
We need to go back and check the Lindeberg condition. 
→ 0.
Proof of Lemma 5. The proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 4.
Proof of Lemma 6. We have seen that Var (v1,i) =
The Lindeberg multivariate central limit theorem [18] says
The multivariate Lindeberg condition is automatically satisfied by assuming bounded third moments of u1,j and u2,j. A trivial consequence of the asymptotic normality yields
Strictly speaking, we should write θ = cos
A.3 An Asymptotic MLE Using Margins Lemma 7 . Assuming that the margins, m1 and m2 are known and using the asymptotic normality of (v1,i, v2,i) , we can derive an asymptotic maximum likelihood estimator (MLE), which is the solution to a cubic equation 
We can then express the log likelihood function, l(a), as log lik
The MLE equation is the solution to l (a) = 0, which is
The large sample theory [24, Theorem 6.3.10] 
B. HEAVY-TAILED DATA
We illustrate that very sparse random projections are fairly robust against heavy-tailed data, by a Pareto distribution.
The assumption of finite moments has simplified the analysis of convergence a great deal. Note that δ = 2 corresponds to the rate of convergence for the variance in Lemma 1, and δ = 1 corresponds to the rate of convergence for asymptotic normality in Lemma 4. From the proof of Lemma 4 in Appendix A, we can see that the convergence of (33) (to zero) with any δ > 0 suffices for achieving asymptotic normality.
For heavy-tailed data, the fourth moment (or even the second moment) may not exist. The most common model for heavy-tailed data is the Pareto distribution with the density function 7 f (x; α) = α x α+1 , whose mth moment = α α−m , only defined if α > m. The measurements of α for many types of data are available in [34] . For example, α = 1.2 for the word frequency, α = 2.04 for the citations to papers, α = 2.51 for the copies of books sold in the US, etc.
For simplicity, we assume that 2 < α ≤ 2 + δ ≤ 4. Under this assumption, the asymptotic normality is guaranteed and it remains to show the rate of convergence of moments and distributions. In this case, the second moment E`u 
from which we can choose s using prior knowledge of α. For example, suppose α = 3 and s = √ D. (34) indicates that the rate of convergence for variances would be O(D 1/12 ) in terms of the standard error. (34) also verifies that the rate of convergence to normality is O(D 1/4 ), as expected. Of course, we could always choose s more conservatively, e.g., s = D 1/4 , if we know the data are severely heavy-tailed. Since D is large, a factor of D 1/4 is still considerable. What if α < 2? The second moment no longer exists. The analysis will involve the so-called self-normalizing sums [8, 32] ; but we will not delve into this topic. In fact, it is not really meaningful to compute the l2 distances when the data do not even have bounded second moment. 7 Note that in general, a Pareto distribution has an addition parameter xmin, and f (x; α, xmin) = αx min x α+1 with x ≥ xmin. Since we are only interested in the relative ratio of moments, we can without loss of generality assume xmin = 1. Also note that in [34] , their "α" is equal to our α + 1. 8 Note that if x ∼ Pareto(α), then x t ∼ Pareto(α/t).
